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want to stop
coRrosion? See Pages
10-12 and 26-44.

the indomitable
the
indomitable foe
foe
This dummy
is just like
corrosion.

You can knock it
down but it keeps
coming back.

See what you can do to
Knock Out corrosion on
Pages 10-12 and 26-44!

C orrosion is an indomitable foe. We can defeat it one day, only to find it attacking our
equipment again in short order. Corrosion never stays down for the count.
Nonetheless, we can stop corrosion’s effects and we can limit its access to our
equipment, vehicles and gear.
Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services are ideal times to spot corrosion. However,
finding corrosion requires that we remove it, repair damage, and reapply protective
coatings such as paints, lubes, sealants, and preventive compounds.
In this issue, Pages 10-12 and 27-44 show that corrosion prevention functions best
when we control it early. When found, it’s up to us to fix it promptly. Fighting corrosion
saves maintenance dollars when we find corrosion early, and it keeps the Army from
having to replace equipment that should still be in the fight.
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CoMBAT VEHICLES
Combat vehicles:

• Avoid flarebacks
• Tools for unsticking

rounds/stub bases

• Check M113 oil levels
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M1-Series Tanks…
This crew
was lucky they
weren’t injured—
or worse.

beat back

flarebacks
FLAREBACKS
Flarebacks are not
just dangerous—
they’re very

dangerous.

if you experience one,
you and your crewmates will be lucky
to escape injury.

But flarebacks
can be avoided
with careful
maintenance and
by sticking to
the procedures
outlined in the
TMs.

Flareback happens when the fuel-rich gases formed by firing the main gun enter
the crew compartment, mix with oxygen, and then are ignited by some source.
During normal operations, the 120mm gun system uses the bore evacuator to
remove the combustible and toxic fumes generated during firing. Some of this gas
pressure is forced into the bore evacuator chamber through the gun tube gas ports.
After the projectile is fired, pressure in the gun tube falls off almost immediately
and the pressure stored in the bore evacuator chamber is discharged through the gas
ports. This gas discharge creates small “jet streams” which are directed through the
gun tube toward the muzzle.
Fresh air is drawn in through the open breech, combines with the gases from the
bore evacuator, and is propelled out the muzzle of the gun tube. That’s what keeps
those gases out of the turret.

If the deflector tray is misaligned, the ejected stub base hits the front edge of the
tray. Check the deflector tray closely for dents, nicks or gouges, especially at the
front leading edge.
A misaligned or damaged stub base deflector tray can also damage the round
during loading. The damage isn’t usually noticed since it happens when the round
is chambered.
inspect the chamber
extractors for damage, too.
An extractor with rounded
or damaged edges has a
hard time grabbing the
stub base.

Maintenance

if you find
damage
to the
deflector
tray or
extractors,
notify your
mechanic
immediately.

Your first
line of defense
against
flareback
is properly
maintaining
the bore
evacuator.

The parts
must be
repaired or
replaced
before the
tank can
fire live
rounds
again.

Chamber extractors rounded? Report it!

The PMCS charts in your operator’s
manuals detail the inspection and service
procedures for the bore evacuator.
They include removing the bore evacuator
for cleaning and servicing, cleaning the gas
ports in the gun tube, and inspecting the bore
evacuator and seals for tears, cuts, gouges
and other deformities. New seals must be
installed during semiannual services, even
if they show no damage.
Another reason for flarebacks could be
that fresh air is not drawn into the gun tube
because of a failed stub base ejection.
You need an open breech to allow fresh
air to be drawn into the gun tube. If the stub
base won’t fully eject from the chamber
after firing, there’s a problem. The usual
cause is a faulty stub base deflector tray or
damaged chamber extractors.

750 04-05.indd 1-2

Regular maintenance includes
checking seals for damage

Check
deflector
tray for
damage

Inspecting the rounds themselves is also
a critical step in flareback prevention.
Rounds that are contaminated with water,
oil or other substances might not burn
completely. The residue left behind could
ignite any gases not expelled by the bore
evacuator.

Inspect rounds for contamination before firing

PS 750
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Closely inspect
your rounds
for damage or
contamination
that could
lead to
flareback.

Rounds that
are in good
condition can
minimize the
severity if
a flareback
does happen.

In addition to crew PMCS, sustainment maintenance is also critical. Proper
borescoping, recoil exercises and the right cable adjustment for the gun system are
critical if the weapons system is to function properly.

Cam Speed

The best way to reduce flareback during operation is to set
the operating cam speed to the
S position. The initial starting
position should be one click
past the S position to make sure
the cam is fully engaged.
However, if the cam setting
is too slow, the stub base won’t
eject properly and the bore
evacuator will start to discharge
Set cam speed as close to S as possible
before the breech opens.
You’ll find instructions for setting the cam based on temperature and operating
conditions in WP 0460 of TM 9-2350-264-10-3 (Sep 11, w/Ch 3, Jan 15) and in WP
0552 of TM 9-2350-388-10-3 (Dec 12).
If the breechblock doesn’t fully open or the stub base doesn’t fully extract after
firing, a flareback is possible. Stop and follow the procedures outlined in the TMs.
Your safety depends on it!
regular
PM will
reduce the
chance of
flarebacks
and keep
you and
your crew
safe!
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Now that you’ve got the right tools, make sure you use them the right way. It is
very important that all CAUTIONS and WARNINGS be strictly followed during
these procedures.
For M1A1 tanks, the procedures for removing a stuck round are in WP 0210 of
TM 9-2350-264-10-2 (Sep 11, w/Ch 3, Jan 15). The procedures for removing a stuck
stub base are in WP 0211.
For M1A2 SEP tanks, the procedures for removing
a stuck round are covered in WP 0297 of TM
9-2350-388-10-2 (Dec 12). The procedures for
removing a stuck stub base are in WP 0298.

M1-Series Tanks…
YoWzA! what
hapPenEd TO
You?!

Flareback!

I ToLD ‘em about
using the right toOl to
extract a Round but did
they Listen?

NoOo!

Tools For Sticky Situations
Using the wrong tool when extracting a stub base or stuck round from your tank’s
120mm cannon tube can increase the danger of flareback. That’ll ruin your day in
a hurry.
If a stub base doesn’t extract from
Cartridge ejector tool,
NSN 1015-01-209-3484
the chamber after firing, don’t use
just any ol’ tool. Make sure to use
the cartridge ejector tool, NSN 101501-209-3484. It’s listed as Item 22 in
WP 499-14 of TM 9-2350-264-10-3
Rammer staff,
(Sep 11, w/Ch 3, Jan 15) and Item 25
NSN 1015-00-699-0633
in WP 0601-32 of TM 9-2350-38810-3 (Dec 12).
A stuck round should be removed
with the M5 cleaning and loading
rammer (bell housing), NSN 1015Bell housing,
NSN 1015-01-170-4911
01-170-4911, and rammer staff,
NSN 1015-00-699-0633. These
tools are listed as Items 65 and 80 in
WP 0499 of the -264-10-3 TM and
Use right
tools for job
Items 70 and 82 in WP 0601 of the
-388-10-3 TM.

PS 750
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For more
information
on preventing
flareback,
see Pages 3-6
of this issue.

M113-Series FOV…

check oil levels

before and after
Your engine
and transmission
oil levels look
good.

A cold check is nice,
but don’t forget that I
need a HOT check, too!

are you
confused
about checking
the engine and
transtmission
oil levels for
your M113series carrier?

Read on!

Now that you’ve got the right tools, make sure you use them the right way. It is
very important that all CAUTIONS and WARNINGS be strictly followed during
these procedures.
For M1A1 tanks, the procedures for removing a stuck round are in WP 0210 of
TM 9-2350-264-10-2 (Sep 11, w/Ch 3, Jan 15). The procedures for removing a stuck
stub base are in WP 0211.
For M1A2 SEP tanks, the procedures for removing
a stuck round are covered in WP 0297 of TM
9-2350-388-10-2 (Dec 12). The procedures for
removing a stuck stub base are in WP 0298.

The PMCS charts in
the -10 TMs say to do
an after-operation
hot check on both,
while the lube orders
(LO) say to do a
before-operation
cold check, or both a
cold and hot check.

The right
thing is to
do both
checks.

You’ll get different
readings based on
whether you do a hot
or cold check.

The cold check makes sure you have enough oil
to operate the vehicle without causing damage.

For more
information
on preventing
flareback,
see Pages 3-6
of this issue.

it won’t give you a completely
accurate reading, but it does
keep you from driving the carrier
if it’s dangerously low on oil.

M113-Series FOV…

check oil levels

before and after
Your engine
and transmission
oil levels look
good.

A cold check is nice,
but don’t forget that I
need a HOT check, too!

are you
confused
about checking
the engine and
transtmission
oil levels for
your M113series carrier?

Read on!

The oil level should be
at or just above the
dipstick’s F (full) mark
for a cold check.

The hot check
is the most
accurate and
the one the
dipstick was
designed for.

if the level is below the L (low) mark, call your
mechanic to check for leaks. if it’s very far above
the F mark, he may need to drain some oil.

You’ll need
to check the
transmission
oil level while
the engine is
running at
operating
temperature
(160-230°F).

To check the engine
oil, shut the engine
down after it reaches
operating temperature.
Wait 3-5 minutes and
check the oil level.

PS 750
750 08-09.indd 1-2
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You should get readings
between the L and F marks.
if either oil level is
below the L or above the
F, let your mechanic know
right away.
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M109A6 Paladin…

VIGILANCE KEEPS
Corrosion AT BAY

M109A6 Paladins
with repaired gun
tubes need extra
vigilance to make
sure their gun
tubes are good
to go.

Another
fire mission
done… and
so my day
is done!

Wah-hOo!

Crewmen, if
your M109A6
Paladin has a
repaired M284
gun tube,

listen up!

First,
check the
serial
number
on your
Paladin’s
gun tube.

Not so
fast!

thaT R
at the end
means it’s
a repaired
tube…

… and you’ll need to
follow some special
cleaning, inspecting, and
lubing instructions daily
after firing.

1. With the bore evacuator disassembled, give the 10
rear evacuator orifices and 3 forward metering holes
a good cleaning with CLP, NSN 9150-01-054-6453.
Make sure you get rid of all grease, carbon and
corrosion so that you can clearly see the gun tube.

OK!

Clean grease,
corrosion
and firing
residue from
the 10 rear
evacuator
orifices and
3 forward
metering
holes

it has an R
at the end!

10
750 10-11.indd 1-2

First, make sure you follow all of the
after PMCS shown in item 16, WP 0148-20
of TM 9-2350-314-10-2. Then follow these
additional instructions…

MAY 15
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2. Eyeball all 13 of the holes closely. If any of the bushings around the holes show signs
of pitting or other corrosion damage, the service life of the tube is reduced. Tell
your mechanic.
3. Check each of the 10 rear evacuator
orifice bushings for clearance. The 3
forward metering holes do not have
to be inspected.
lnspect the 10 rear evacuator
orifice bushings for clearance

Two M284 bushing inspection tools are included with every repaired gun tube.
Place one of the tools on the gun tube following the instructions that are printed
on the tool. Make sure the measurement end of the tool hangs over the hole. There
should be a gap between the bottom of the tool and the top of the bushing. If the
tool touches any of the 10 bushings, tell your mechanic.
Two M248
bushing
inspection
tools
included
with every
repaired
gun tube

4. Clean and lube the gun tube like it says in WP 0151-27 of TM 9-2350-314-10-2.
5. As an extra step, you’ll need to use a gloved finger to apply GAA, NSN 9150-01-1977690, to the head of all 13 bushings. Make sure you use enough pressure to force
grease into the surrounding chamber area and under the head of the bushing.
6. Before reassembling the bore evacuator, make sure each of the 13 holes is
completely clear of grease. Leave any behind and the bore evacuator may not work
properly.

You can check out additional details in TACOM Maintenance Action Message
15-012. You’ll find it on the TACOM-Unique Logistics Support Applications
(TULSA) website:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA15-012.html
You’ll need your CAC and first-time users must request access.
Questions? Contact Joshua Smrt at DSN 786-8056, (586) 282-8056 or e-mail:
joshua.a.smrt.civ@mail.mil or
Ken Johnson at DSN 786-8116, (586) 282-1170 or email:
kenneth.johnson37.civ@mail.mil

PS 750
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tactical vehicles
Tow these

articles back to
the motor pool:
• HMMWV run-flat
inserts
• M149A2 manhole
cover seal
• M989A HEMAT
tow bar hitch pin
• Diesel engine
slobber prevention
• M978-series HEMTT
tanker purging
• M-ATV MRAP hull
draining

PS 750
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HMMWVs…

Ran Out of Run-Flat Inserts
How am I supposed to replace
your run-flat insert? The old
NSN is no good anymore.
There’s a 3-piece
replacement available, but
you’re not supposed to
change my insert anyway.

You’d better
get me a new
tire and wheel
assembly!

You bet, first sergeant!
The Army is now using
a 3-piece run-flat
assembly for the
HMMWV. There are three
components that have to
be ordered…

Dear Half-Mast,
I’m having trouble
finding a good NSN
for the HMMWV’s
run-flat insert. FED
LOG says NSN
2640-01-4196202 is a terminal
item and doesn’t
list a replacement.
Can you help?
1SG L.M.

Item

NSN

Liner
Sector kit
Beadlock
spacer kit

2610-01-613-1844
2530-01-612-5325
2640-01-612-6934

However, replacing the run-flat is a sustainment level maintenance
task only. Field level units should order a new tire and wheel assembly.
Pages 12-15 of PS 725 (Apr 13) have a complete listing of tire and wheel
assembly NSNs:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2013/725/725-12-15.pdf

PS 750
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M149A2
Water
Trailer…

lemme
at that
manhole
cover seal!
it won’t
be leakin’
when I get
finished
with it.

leak tweak
seals the
deal!

Wait! There’s a right and a
wrong way to do it and that
sure ain’t the right way!

mechanics, got a leak around the manhole cover of an M149A2 water trailer? Then

it needs your attention right away.
Before you can install the new, improved seal, NSN 5330-01-317-9640, you’ll
first have to remove the old seal. Here are the steps to take:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove the manhole cover.
Scrape off the old seal and toss it.
Sand the outer 1 1/2 inches of the underside of the cover with emery paper.
Wipe with a damp cloth.
Let the cleaned area dry completely.
Replace

Now you’re ready to install the new seal:

1. Apply adhesive, NSN 8040-00-118-2695,
to the mating surface of the new seal and
manhole cover.
2. Slip the seal onto the cover.
3. Now lay the seal side of the cover on a
smooth, flat surface, such as a work bench or
table top. Let the sealant cure for 24 hours.
4. Reinstall the manhole cover on the tank.

PS 750
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M989A1 HEMAT Trailer…
So you don’t
need to lock the
trailer before
backing up, huh?

Avoid the Backup Hiccup

drivers with the HEMAT trailer in tow make the job look easy, even while making a

turn or two. But backing the trailer up is another story.
So before you throw your truck in reverse, get out and make sure the trailer’s tow
bar is locked in place. Some drivers forget, or figure they’re good enough to maneuver
an unlocked trailer.
Those drivers end up embarrassed when they have to explain about the damage to
their truck and trailer after the trailer jackknifes.
Make sure you lock the tow bar every time before backing the trailer. Just remove
the hitch pin, raise the lock-pin handle, rotate it counterclockwise to the short slot, and
replace the hitch pin. Get a couple of ground guides to help you back up, too.
If the hitch pin and chain are missing, replace them with NSN 4010-01-353-9428.
You can also order the parts individually. The pin comes with NSN 5315-01-466-9517
and the chain with NSN 4010-01-353-9368. Note that the chain comes by the foot, so
order as much as you need.
When you’ve finished backing, unlock the tow bar right away so you won’t forget
when it’s time to move out again.

Move lockpin
handle from
open...

PS 750

...to locked
position
before
backing
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Diesel
Engines…

Know How to clobber slobber!

chug chug chug chug chug chug c

ug chug chug chug chug ch

BLEC H!

ewW!
That’s
NasTy!

Dear Half-Mast,
We’ve been seeing an oil leak at the air box drain on our truck’s Detroit
Diesel engine. Any idea what’s causing it?
				
				
Mr. J.B.

Dear Sir,
The 8V92TA Detroit Diesel engine used in tactical vehicles is a two-stroke
engine. A natural output of that type of engine is slobber, which is partiallyburned fuel and condensation that drains out of the hoses connected to the air
box. This usually happens during long periods of low idling.
The best way to prevent this is to run the engine hard, under load, until it
reaches normal operating temperature. At a minimum,
you should run the engine at high idle. That’ll help clobber
your slobber problems.
No more spittoons
for me!

PS 750

not a
moment
too SoOn!
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M978-Series HEMTT Tanker…

Operators,

Purging Tanker
Purging Solution

tankers must
be purged
before
shipment.

• Make sure all the purging solution
is removed from the tanker.
Solution left behind will gum up
plumbing, including the hoses,
pipes, valves and filter separator.
Then the tanker won’t pump fuel
like it’s supposed to.
• After purging the tanker, get
rid of the solution by following
the procedure for gravity bulk
unloading of fuel from the tanker.
You’ll find it in the operating
instructions of TM 9-2320-279-14&P
in IETM EM 0290 (Jun 09) for the
M978, TM 9-2320-325-14&P in IETM
EM 0289 (May 09) for the M978A2,
TM 9-2320-326-14&P in IETM EM
0288 (Oct 08) for the M978A4.
• You’ll also need to follow the IETM
instructions to drain the tank.
You’ll find them in the “changing
to a different fuel or fuel grade”
track. Then perform the field-level
maintenance procedure for the
2,500-gal tank drain.
•
Those tracks have the lowdown
on draining the solution from the
tanker’s plumbing.

So keep
these
purging
pointers
in mind…

…as you get the
tankers ready
for deployment,
shipment overseas
or for processing
directly to a RESET
program.

PS 750

M978/A2/A4
HEMTT fuel
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M-ATV MRAP…

{sniff
sNiff}
what is that
teRriblE
SMeLl?!

Send Problems
Down the Drain
oh, c’mOn! how do you think You’d
smell if I left standing water
inside you for a few weEks?

standing water in

the M-ATV’s hull
can cause all sorts
of problems. Rust,
electrical shorts and
some really nasty
smells are just a few.
To avoid water
problems, get
your mechanic to
permanently remove
the left- and rightside drain plugs in
the vehicle’s capsule
floor. You’ll find them
next to the driver and
passenger seats.

Have mechanic
remove driver-side...

...and passengerside drain plugs

Removing the plugs allows
accumulated water to drain
continually during operation.

No water, no problem!

PS 750
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PS Mag

Now there are
more ways
than ever to
connect with
PS Magazine!

Live!

Be sure to
follow our
blog and
Facebook,
because
we post
the latest
maintenance
and supply
info there.
We can get
urgent news
out faster
online.
But don’t
miss our print
edition with
its important
articles and
great art.

Half-Mast on Facebook
Do a Facebook search for Half-Mast PS
Magazine on Facebook
Do a Facebook search for PS Magazine
PS Magazine/Half-Mast on Twitter
Do a Twitter search for @Half-MastPSMag
PS Magazine/Half-Mast blogging
http://halfmastpsmag.wordpress.com
PS Magazine Home Page
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
PS, the Preventive Maintenance Monthly
USAMC LOGSA (AMXLS-GP)
Bldg 3303
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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aviation

Helicopters!

• Use your genera
l

aircraft TMs

Buckle
up Tight
for These
Aviation
stories!

PS 750
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All
Aircraft…

Remember Your General Aircraft TMs

I checked the
maintenance
manual but I
couldn’t find
anything to help
with repair.

hey, you
know how it
goes! I’ll
just order
a new part.

not so fast! don’t just
check the maintenance
manual. you might find
what you need in the
general aircraft tms.

check
them first

before

ordEring
any parts!

Dear Editor,
While searching for replacement parts for our aircraft grounding cables,
we did a lot of wheel spinning looking in the maintenance manuals. Finally, we
checked out the P S website and found an article that led us to the general
aircraft TMs.
Turns out, that’s where the parts list for the grounding cables is. Can you
let Soldiers know about the grounding cable parts and the wealth of other
good aviation information that’s found in the general aircraft TMs?
		
		
		

CW2 Aaron Comps
A Co, 1-169th AVN REGT
Ft. Bragg, NC

Editor’s Note: Yes and it’s always
great to hear from anyone who has
found what they need in PS.   
To recap, those grounding cable parts can be found in Fig 3-1 of TM 1-1500204-23-1 (Jul 92, w/Ch 8, Dec 12). Here’s what you need:
• Plug tip (consisting of
cap, plug and set screw),
NSN 5935-00-572-5174

• Wire rope (coated),
NSN 4010-00-286-2681

• Wire rope (non-coated),
NSN 4010-01-145-8455
• Electrical clip,
NSN 5999-00-134-5844

750 22-23.indd 1-2

When it comes to the
general aircraft TMs,
always remember: Not
everything you need for
your CH-47s, OH-58s,
UH-60s and AH-64s
is included in their
maintenance manuals.
There’s always more
helpful information in
the general aircraft
TMs.  

Because of high op-tempo,
constant deployments and
contractor maintenance, some may
have forgotten about the general
aircraft TMs. New mechanics may
not even know about them. So when
you can’t find something in your
regular maintenance manuals,
don’t forget to check out the general
aircraft maintenance TMs.
You’ll find information about
corrosion, parts, components,
cannon plugs and wiring. They also
provide a treasure trove of hardware
and consumables, shop practices,
tools, ground support equipment and
much more.
Get to know this list of general
aircraft TMs:  

• TM 1-1500-204-23-1,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance, (General
Maintenance and Practices), Volume 1.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-2,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Pneudraulics
Maintenance and Practices), Volume 2.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-3,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Maintenance
Practices for Fuel And Oil Systems),
Volume 3.
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• TM 1-1500-204-23-4,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Electrical and
Instrument Maintenance Procedures
and Practices), Volume 4.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-5,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Propeller, Rotor,
and Powertrain Maintenance Practices),
Volume 5.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-8,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Machine and
Welding Shop Practices), Volume 8.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-9,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Tools and
Ground Support Equipment), Volume 9.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-6,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Hardware And
Consumable Materials), Volume 6.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-7,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Nondestructive
Testing and Flaw Detection Procedures
and Practices), Volume 7.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-10,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Sheet Metal
Shop Practices), Volume 10.

• TM 1-1500-204-23-11,
AVUM and AVIM Manual for General
Aircraft Maintenance (Advanced
Composite Material General
Maintenance and Practices), Volume 11.
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You can f ind all these TMs online at the LOGSA website: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/

3/23/15 2:40 PM

COrrosion
This new
coat of
paint wilL
helP KEep
COrRosiOn
at bay!

PS 750
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the PS gang is on

a PM inspection at
Camp Woodberry…

Are you sure you
don’t {sniff} want
to join us for the
on-site inspections,
Half-Mast? {sniFf}
I’d much rather be
out there getting
to the bottom of
Ft Woodberry’s
corrosion problem,
Connie.
But someone has
to go through
all these
reports. say, are
you coming down
with something?

just a few {sniFF}
snifFles, thanks!

Attack

of the

Corrosion Zombies Part 1
well, take it
easy, cOnnie.
You guys go
ahead. Maybe
I can join you
later.

aachoo!

Corrosion may
be spreading like
a virus here…

…but these
reports are
still dull
enough to
put a rock
to sleep!

A

Oh,
no!

Master
Sergeant
Half-Mast!
You’ve gotta
come quick!
it’s terrible!

Calm down,
Private. What’s
going on?

it’s the
Soldiers in my
unit! Th-they’ve
changed.

it’s like
they’ve turned
into zombies
or something!

C’mon, Private Grimes. Someone’s yanking your chain.

tell you
what. Let’s
go see what’s
going on.

Be careful!
There are a
lot of ‘em
out there.

short time
later…

PS 750
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You weren’t
kidding!
How did this
happen?
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Well, I
was doing
PMCS on
my HMMWV.
Everything
seemed to
be just
fine...

hey, GlenN. Hand
me that SockEt
WreNcH, wilLya?

Man, Grimey!
Your HMMWV
has a real rust
problem. You’d
better get that
taken care of.

Nah! As long as
everything’s good on the
inside, I don’t worry too
much about the outside.

Maybe so,
but this rust
looks pretty
ba—OWW! I
cut myself!
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sure.
hang on
a sec.

I dunno.
I’m not
feElin’ so
GoOd.

what’s
going on
over here?
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Stay
away
from
me!

rrrrussst!
corrrroooosion

hey! are you
alL rigHt?

30

OmigOsh!
What’s
hapPening
to You?!

PS 750

Watch out!
Something’s
happened
to Glenn!
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rrrrussst!
corrrroooosion
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What
are you
doing,
Glenn?

hey!
Stop
kiddin’
arou—

EEEIIIGG H H H!

Oh, man! These
corrosion zombies
are spreading like
wildfire.

I gotta
find some
help!

if I’d taken
better care
of my HMMWV,
corrosion
would never
have gained
a foothold
and…

i-it’s alL
my fault!

N K!
C LA

The best way to stop
corrosion is to prevent it
from haPpeninG. But How?

NK!
CLA …aLl

ANKA! NK! !
NK!
NK
CL
CLA ANK! NK! K!CLA
N
CL
A
CL—
CL CLA

This CL
wouldn’t be
happening!
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There’S
no Choice.

What?! But
they’ll turn us
into corrosion
zombies, too!

We’ve got
to go out
there.

Maybe, but
my team is
out there
somewhere…

ek!

r e
c rr e

…And I’ve
gotta save
‘em.

sO How do we fight
back against the
corrosion zombies,
master sergeaNT?

NE X T
iS S U E :

gOod
Question.

And I think I
just May hAve
the ANswer…

HALF-MAST’S plan! What of CONNiE and THE OTHERS? the FATE of camp
woOdberRy. Find out all of it in the thrilling conclusion to:

Attack of the CORROSION Zombies!

All Aircraft/Missile…

Need Help With Corrosion?
Let’s
eat ‘em
alive!

I love
fabric for
dinner!

I’ve grown
STRONG! lemme
go first!

NO ONE can
withstand
me!

Corrosion

is
an ongoing
battle for all

EQuiPment.

The AMCOM Corrosion
Program Office (CPO) is
standing by to help.

You need to
carefully watch for
corrosion because it
can ultimately lead
to equipment failure.

They have several teams available
that can provide sustainment support
for just about any project.

• The Corrosion Prevention and Control Center of Excellence
(CPC CoE) team. This team provides training and eyes-on
program support to ensure maintenance personnel have all the
knowledge necessary to sustain their equipment.
• The Nondestructive Testing Center of Excellence (NDT CoE)
team. This team serves as the technical POC for nondestructive
testing (NDT) for all aviation and missile programs. It provides
engineering support and maintainer training to develop and
sustain critical skills.
• The Missile Corrosion Service (MCS) team. This team works with
Soldiers to identify and repair existing corrosion and prevent
future corrosion for the Patriot and THAAD missile systems.

Here
comes
trouble!

uh-oh! corrosion,
fungus, mildew
and rust?! I’d
better radio the
AMCOM corrosion
team for help!

LoOk out,
monsters!

Here we
come!

For more
more details,
details, check
check out
out the
the
For

CAC-enabled
-enabled AMCOM
AMCOM corrosion
corrosion website:
website:
CAC
https://amcomcorrosion.army.mil
There, you’ll find a host of
corrosion information, including
lab assistance, coatings, paints,
non-destructive testing, corrosion
reports, newsletters and more.

Free classes are also available at
Redstone Arsenal, AL, including the
Corrosion Monitor Course and Level I
and II NDT training.
my team is
ready for a
fight!

Questions? Contact the AMCOM CPO at
DSN 746-7472, (256) 876-7472 or email:

amcomcorrosion@amrdec.army.mil

Urgent problems or issues can be
addressed by calling the Corrosion Center
of Excellence hotline at DSN 897-0209,
(256) 313-0209, (866) 222-2364 (toll-free)
or (256) 313-3221 (fax).

your resistance to
corrosion prevention
is futile!

PS 750

The good
news is
you’re not
alone in
this battle!
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For NDT assistance, contact the NDT
hotline at Dsn 788-8211 or (256) 842-8211.

M119A2 Howitzer…
just a little bit of
corrosion throws off
your gunner’s quadrant!
Hard to believe.

Believe it!

Corrosion
Corrosion
under
under
quadrant
quadrant

K ii ll ll s
K
s

accuracy
accuracy

Dear Editor,
We’ve found that even a thin layer of corrosion under the M119A2
howitzer’s gunner’s quadrant can hurt accuracy.
To keep the M119A2 on target, units should inspect the tube quadrant
plane and pads (shoes) on the M1A1 gunners quadrant monthly and check for
corrosion. If any is found, clean with abrasive cloth, NSN 5350-00-2210872, and CLP. Then wipe dry.

Find corrosion? Clean it off with a green pad and CLP

What you don ’t want to do is rub off
any metal. That just provides a foothold for even more
corrosion and ruins the quadrant’s precision machined surface.

Editor’s note: Your suggestion rubs
us the right way. Thanks for the tip!

			 Charles Woodham
			 Logistics Readiness Center
			 Ft Polk, LA
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Small Arms…

ahh… that
cleaning hit the
spot! but we’re
not done yet!

careful
with
cleaning
tanks

I still need to
be coMPleTEly
lubed before I
go into storage!
without lube,
I’d be defenseless against

corrosion!

• Protect yourself from solvent. It’s strong stuff. Wear goggles, rubber gloves, and
coveralls with the sleeves rolled down.
• Remember that some weapon parts should never be dunked in solvent. Examples are
the M2 and M48 machine gun back plates, the MK 19 bolt assembly and anything
plastic. Solvent will eat up these parts. Check the operator TMs for info on what parts
to keep away from solvent.
• Use a metal basket in the tank to ensure no parts disappear during cleaning.
• When the weapons come out of the tank, they must be completely wiped clean of
solvent and allowed to thoroughly dry. But here’s the important part: The weapons
must then be completely lubricated before storage.

Solvent removes every bit of lubrication from weapons. if weapons are stored
without being re-lubed, they will be ruined by corrosion.
Tactical Vehicles…

3

items Prevent

units would be better off never using cleaning tanks for their weapons, mainly because
it’s too easy to mix up bolts when many weapons are run through the tanks. If a bolt
is used with a weapon it wasn’t headspaced for, the barrel can rupture during firing.
There are two nevers on cleaning tanks: Never use an ultrasonic cleaning system.
It can completely remove a weapon’s protective coating, which leaves the weapon
defenseless against corrosion. And never use a water-based cleaning fluid. That can
also lead to corrosion.
But cleaning tanks aren’t going away, especially at posts that are dealing with large
numbers of weapons during training.
Here are a few precautions to help your weapons survive cleaning tanks:
• Use only dry cleaning solvent Type II
(81349), MIL-PRF-680. This is the only
solvent authorized for small arms. NSN
6850-01-474-2316 brings 55 gallons,
NSN 6850-01-474-2317 5 gallons, and
NSN 6850-01-474-2319 1 gallon.

• Don’t clean small arms in the same
cleaning tank you use for things
like vehicle parts. They may have
contaminants that could damage
weapons.

whoa!

you just
cleaned

HMMWv

I’m the
Only
solvent
you can
use on
Small
arms!
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parts in
there…
you’re

not
gonna
put me
in there,
too!
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battery corrosion
battery
corrosion
Corrosion is one of the top killers
of tactical vehicle batteries.

But just a few extra steps when installing a new
battery will help stop corrosion in its tracks.

First, put a felt insulator washer, NSN 5970-01-101-4147, over the battery post. Those
washers are treated to help stop corrosion. You’ll get 100 washers with that NSN.
Second, install a rubber cover
on each terminal. The covers keep
Use rubber covers on terminals
moisture away from the terminals and
stops accidental arching from dropped
tools.
NSN 2530-01-089-4992 brings a
single one-piece boot that covers the
entire terminal. NSN 5940-00-738-6272
gets a package of 10 terminal covers.
Each cover has a hole in one end that
fits over the terminal and then folds
over the top of the cable connector.
Third, give the battery post a light coat of silicone compound. When applied, the
silicone runs down around the battery post and terminal to completely seal out moisture.
Get a 3-oz tube with NSN 8040-01-331-7133 or a 1-pint can with NSN 8040-01-331-7134.

Putting It All Together

Combine all three items for maximum corrosion protection. Slip the felt washer over the
terminal, followed by the bottom of the rubber cover.
Tighten the cable connector in place. Then hold back the top of the cover and apply a
light coat of silicone compound to the post. Let the top of the connector cover fold into
place and you’re all set.

3/23/15 2:40 PM

Take the Bite OUT of Corrosion

Army Equipment…

The Army has a
foe that fires no
weapon but it IS an
enemy that can stilL
leave repair parts
and equipment in
ruins.

Put another way,
that $9 billion
dollars could have
purchased more than
2,000 M1A2 tanks or
greatly curtailed
reductions in force.

in 2012, corrosion
accounted for
662,649 nonavailable days for
Army equipment.
betwEen 2004 and
2012, corrosion ate
$9 biLlion dollars
of army equipment.

Corrosion

is
a relentless
foe; working
24/7 to rust
and rot your
equipment.

750 40-41.indd 1-2

YOU

have
the ability
to cut both
NADs and
corrosion
costs!

Corrosion can never be defeated in the
sense that it can never again challenge
equipment readiness. It is a constant force of
nature. Heat, cold, moisture, arid conditions,
salts, acids, and electrochemical reactions all
feed corrosion’s natural erosion of the metals
used in Army equipment.
Preventive measures such as painting
exposed metals, or using corrosion
prevention compounds or lubricants can
reduce corrosion. These coatings work well
until they crack from heat or are gouged,
dinged and scratched, exposing minute
portions of metal. Once the elements of
corrosion find a way to metal, corrosion
will begin to eat away at steel, aluminum,
and alloys.
So how do you tell whether corrosion is at
work and how do you recognize the type of
corrosion so you can attack and correct it?

There are
nine basic
types of
corrosion.

Here’s
what they
are…

…along with
some helpful
advice.

UNIFORM (or
general attack):

Affects a large area of exposed metal
surface, like rust on steel or iron. It
gradually reduces the thickness of the
metal until it fails. Uniform corrosion
is electrochemical, but it is also
manageable and preventable.
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CREVICE:

EROSION:

Occurs in crevices created under
rubber seals, gaskets, bolt heads, lap
joints, dirt or other surface deposits.
It will develop anywhere moisture
or other corrosive agents are trapped
and unable to drain or evaporate.
Much of the damage can be hidden
under small surface corrosion.

Results when a moving fluid (or gas)
flows across a metal, particularly
when solid particles are present in
the fluid. Corrosion actually occurs
on the surface of the metal, but
the moving fluid washes away the
corrosion and exposes a new metal
surface, which also corrodes.

SELECTIVE
LEACHING:

FRETTING:

Occurs between two pieces of
weight-bearing metal in contact with
each other. It’s usually identified by
a black powder corrosion product or
pits on the surface. It can be found as
pits and grooves in rotation or impact
machinery and bolted assemblies.

One element, usually the anodic
element of an alloy, corrodes away,
leaving the cathodic element.
This can create holes in metal. A
common type occurs in brass as
zinc is corroded away, leaving the
remaining copper porous.

INTERGRANULAR:

GALVANIC:

Metal deterioration caused by electrochemical
corrosion of the bonds between or across the
grain boundaries of a metal. The metal will
appear to be peeling off in sheets, flaking, or
being pushed apart by layers. A particular type
of intergranular corrosion is exfoliation.

Occurs when two different kinds of
metal come in electrical contact with
each other, like steel bolts on aluminum,
for example, and electrolyte introduces
negative and positive ions. One of the
metals suffers faster deterioration.
This is a common problem on aircraft
because of their mix of metals.

PITTING:

STRESS:

This can result from conditions
similar to those for crevice corrosion.
Pits can develop on various materials
due to their composition. Rifle bores
are big victims of pitting. Pitting
is difficult to detect, it can burrow
deep into metal creating structural
weakness.
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Term used to describe corrosion
cracking caused by extreme stress
along grain boundaries which subject
the metal to further corrosion. It can
lead to metal fatigue failure. If you’d
like this as an 8 1/2 x 11 chart, go to
our blog:

https://halfmastpsmag.wordpress.com/

PS 750
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Reach for Rust Inhibitor
Just wipe or
spray CPC on
the inside and
underneath
your vehicles
every eight
months.

You can curb
the affects of
rain, salt, wind
and sand and
lower repair
costs by using
a rust inhibitor
like corrosion
preventive
compound (CPC).

CPC won’t harm painted surfaces, plastics, rubber, glass or wiring, but it’ll make
them shine for a week or two. That defeats the purpose of camouflage, so keep it off
exterior paint on your equipment.
CPC is petroleum-based and contains no hazardous material. Nevertheless, the
headshed recommends that you wear a respirator, goggles and gloves when applying
it because it could irritate your respiratory tract or skin.

Counteract Corrosion

You can
cut back on
equipment
corrosion
by…

• Painting or lubing unprotected surfaces.
• Keeping your equipment clean.
• Applying lube orders instructions for
preventing rust.
• Keeping drain holes unclogged so water
will not collect on or in your equipment.

Helpful Pubs
TB 43-0213, Corrosion
Prevention and Control (CPC)
for Tactical Vehicles, covers
heavy tactical vehicles (such
as the HEMTT, HET, and PLS),
medium tactical vehicles (such
as the FMTV and ASV), HMMWVs,
and a variety of heavy, medium
and light tactical trailers.

For more corrosion prevention info, check out these websites:
DOD Corrosion: https://www.corrdefense.org/
Eyeball a copy on LOGSA’s ETM Online website:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms
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SmaLL ArmS
Small arms:

• M16/M4 new cleaning
kit
• M16/M4 no cotton sw
abs
• New small arms dum
my

rounds

• Safety board
• Add BFA PM to your
SOP

PS 750
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M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

I wish we didn’t
have to order
the cleaning
kit components
individually!

Soldiers now have
a new cleaning kit
choice for their
M16/M4s!
the individual
cleaning kit, NSN
1005-01-624-1673,
costs $88 and
includes the
following…

Individual cleaning kit costs $88

Item

NSN

Swab patch holder,
slotted tip
5.56mm slotted patch
Chamber brush
Double-ended
toothbrush
Multi-purpose tool
Cleaning rod handle
section
Cleaning rod section
NATO adapter
30-in rifle/machine gun
cleaning cable
Bore brush
Refillable bottle
5.56mm ripcord

1005-01-449-9315
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1005-01-449-9257
1005-01-544-7698
1005-01-578-9925
5110-01-394-6252
n/a
1005-01-113-0321
1005-01-449-9674
1005-01-449-8934
1005-01-449-8980
1005-00-242-5687
1005-01-629-3981
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you two can
stop your
complaining.
There are now
two cleaning
kits available.

yeah!
what’s up
with that?

The much more extensive and
expensive improved cleaning kit is
still available with NSN 1005-01562-7393 for $354. it includes:

MAY 15

Item

NSN

Item

NSN

Carrying case
Alice clip
Cotton swabs
Lens cleaner, 1/2 ounce
Lens brush
Lens cloth
NATO adapter
.22-cal obstruction
remover (2)
.22-cal slotted tip
.30-cal slotted tip
Blackened brass
scraper
Straight locking lug
pick
Black locking lug
scraper
5.56mm bore brush
7.62mm bore brush
9mm bore brush
.45-cal bore brush
5.56mm chamber
brush
8-in flexible cable with
.30-cal slotted tip
Curved locking lug
pick
T-handle bar

n/a
n/a
6515-01-234-6838
1005-01-523-9988
1005-01-445-6798
6640-01-630-0080
1005-01-449-9674

2-in cleaning patches
Panoply cleaning
patches
Multi-tool
Refillable bottle
Shoot-through
dust cap
30-in flexible cable (2)
M16 solid rod
obstruction remover
with T-handle
Blue A/P brush
Dust brush
Pipe cleaners

1005-01-449-9257

1005-01-449-9672
1005-01-449-9315
1005-01-449-9254
1005-01-452-6373
1005-01-449-9943
n/a
1005-01-449-8980
1005-01-449-8999
1005-01-449-9159
1005-01-449-9282

1005-01-445-6728
5110-01-394-6252
1005-01-487-0045
5340-00-880-7666
1005-01-449-8934
n/a
1005-01-578-9925
1005-01-629-3982
9920-00-292-9946

Improved
cleaning kit
costs $354

1005-01-544-7698
n/a
1005-01-581-8143
1005-01-581-8146

3/20/15 3:18 PM

Nonetheless, the cheapest way to take care of your M16/M4 is to order
the cleaning tools listed in the -10 TM by individual NSNs…

Item
Maintenance
equipment case
Cleaning rod handle
section
Cleaning rod section
Swab holder
Bore brush
Chamber brush
Toothbrush
Cleaning brush
CLP, 1/2-oz bottle
Pipe cleaner
Small arms swab

M16-Series Rifle,
M4/M4A1 Carbine...
darn it!

another coTtOn
swab! when wiLl
theY leaRN?

NSN

Order cleaning items individually for $58

8465-00-781-9564
1005-01-113-0321
1005-00-050-6357
1005-00-937-2250
1005-00-903-1296
1005-00-999-1435
1005-00-494-6602
7920-00-205-2401
9150-01-102-1473
9920-00-292-9946
1005-00-912-4248

Won’t Extract?
Could Be a Hearing Problem
Dear Editor,
Over the years I have had many
Soldiers turn in their rifles after a
trip to the range tagged “Will not
extract.”
Often when I try to run a pipe
cleaner through the bolt carrier key
I find the key plugged up. Why?
Because Soldiers have used cotton
swabs to clean the carrier key. The
cotton comes off and plugs the key.
Then the rifle can’t extract.
Soldiers should save cotton
swabs for their ears and keep them
away from their weapons.
		
		
		

Jon Lewis
Armorer, 18th Med Bn
Ft Sam Houston, TX

Editor’s note: This problem has been around as long as the M16. We’re
puzzled why it continues.
The only way to clean the carrier key is with a pipe cleaner and CLP.

Small
Arms…

New Dummy
Rounds Are
Only Ones
Authorized!
To prevent mixups in the
field, the Army is fielding
new small arms dummy
rounds that can be easily
identified as dummy rounds.

There is one temporary exception, the
A159 7.62mm linked dummy rounds. They
can continue to be used until new 7.62
linked rounds are available.
The new dummy rounds are completely
nickel plated. The 9mm dummy round has
two holes drilled in the cartridge case,
while the 5.56mm, 7.62mm and .50-cal
rounds have fluted cartridge cases to make
them easy to ID in the dark.
Here are the new dummy rounds and
their NSNs:
Caliber
9mm
5.56mm
7.62mm
.50-cal
.50-cal
linked

These new rounds are the only
dummy rounds authorized for training,
weapon cycling, or any other situation
requiring inert rounds.

New dummy rounds
are nickel-plated with
fluted cartridge cases

Model DODIC NSN 1305M917A1
M199A1
M63A1
M2A1

AB45
AB46
AB47
AB48

01-568-5691
01-568-5686
01-568-5689
01-568-5696

M2A1

AB36

01-557-7022

The NSN for
the M242 machine
gun dummy round
remains NSN 130501-356-0187 and the
NSN for the M230
machine gun dummy
round remains 130501-268-7273.
Using the old
dummy rounds
requires approval by
HQDA G3.
Turn in all old
dummy rounds
except the A159 to
your ammo supply
points (ASP) and
request the new
dummy rounds.

Installations should coordinate turn-in of old dummy rounds and requests for new dummy
rounds with the JMC Munitions Sustainment Planning Division. The POC is Keith Edwards,
DSN 793-3515, (309) 782-3515, or email: usarmy.ria.jmc.mbx.amsjm-pd@mail.mil
Include “ATTN: Keith Edwards” in the subject line.
Direct all technical questions to Robert Weissman, DSN 880-3056, (973) 724-3056, or email:
robert.j.weissman.civ@army.mil
For more information, see ammunition information notice (AIN) 022-15. Go to:
https://mhp.redstone.army.mil
Log in with your email certificate and request access.
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Need a

Safety
Board?

We’ve found the cinch straps work
great to hold equipment on the board.
Here’s what the finished product
looks like:

unsure how
to prepare a
safety board
for your unit?
here are some
oPtions!

Steve Kirkpatrick
1st Bn, 10th Special Forces Group
Germany

Here
Are Your
Options

Dear Editor,
Every repair facility should have a safety board nearby in case of accidents.
TB 385-4, Safety Requirements for Maintenance of Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (Jul 08), gives you the basics on what’s needed on
the board. I thought it might be helpful to share how we constructed our
safety board.
We cut a 1/2-in thick piece of plywood to 3 x 4 feet. We painted a 2-in
green border around the entire board. We used 2-in self-adhesive letters to
put “SAFETY BOARD” at the top. You can also stencil it if you prefer. We
used a label maker to print 3/4-in lettering for each item on the board.
Here are the items for the board that
We’ve found size 11 gloves fit almost
can be ordered by NSN:
everyone. You’ll also need a copy of
FM 4-25.11, First Aid (Dec 02).
We couldn’t find NSNs for the
Item
NSN
Price
following items, so we ordered them
Hearing
4240-01-538-7970 18.20 from Grainger.com. Most big box
protection
stores would also have these items.

3,000V
electrical gloves
(size 11)
Rope
(210-ft coil)
Goggles
M6 LED Pelican
Flashlight
First aid kit
Tourniquet
Fire
extinguisher
Lithium
batteries (12)

PS 750
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8415-01-158-9451 68.92

Item
Woodscrews (250)
Ground wire
Eye wash station
Static discharge stick
6-ft rescue hook
Reclosable cinch strap,
1 x 8 inches (10 pack)
Reclosable cinch strap,
1 x 12 inches (10 pack)
Reclosable cinch strap,
2 x 24 inches (10 pack)

4020-00-599-7529 16.29
4240-00-052-3776

3.69

6230-01-523-4709 60.59
6545-01-433-8399 32.46
6515-01-521-7976 48.39
4210-01-245-9850 32.66
6135-01-554-0864 19.38
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Part
Number

Cost

5ZVN6
14.72
9EWL4
42.80
22FX22 29.35
3GY63 617.00
3GY61 533.00
5JLG7

48.30

5JLG8

48.25

5JLH0

79.00
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Editor’s note:
Excellent information, Steve.
SFC William Lawrence of the 94th BSB at Ft Polk pointed out to PS that there’s a
ready-made safety board available with NSN 4910-01-618-4321 that costs $2,880.
It contains:
•
•
•
•

4x8-ft safety board with graphics
Rescue stick with 6-ft pole
Discharge tool with 6-ft ground
Ear plugs and dispenser

•
•
•
•

First aid kit
Hard hat
Safety glasses
Flashlight

•
•
•
•

Grounding cable
Linesman gloves
25-ft halyard rope
Ear muff

In addition, you can save money by fabricating a safety hook, grounding stick, and
grounding cables. Instructions are in Figs 3-1 and 3-2 in TB 385-4, Safety Requirements
for Maintenance of Electrical and Electronic Equipment.
Pages 40-43 of PS 644 (Jul 06) lists NSNs for alternate or additional items for your
safety board. It also lists NSNs for items you can use to restock the first aid kit. You can
find the article online:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2006/644/644-40-43.pdf
Other things you might consider around or on the board are a resuscitator, a portable
defibrillator and hazard signs.
Don’t stack things in front of the board, though. If you can’t get to the board in an
emergency, that defeats its purpose. And make sure the board is located in a central
location so that Soldiers can get to it as quickly as possible.
Inspect the board each month to make sure all items are on-hand and in good shape.
Make safety board training SOP. Everyone working in the area should know each
piece of equipment and how to use it.

3/20/15 3:16 PM

Small Arms…

Make BFA PM SOP

M16-series rifle, NSN 1005-00-1186192; M4/M4A1 carbine, NSN 100501-361-8208.
The M16 and M4 BFAs look alike,
except for one big difference: The M16
BFA is red and the M4’s is yellow. If you
switch them, you’ll have firing problems.

Dear Editor,
If you expect to train successfully with your rifle or machine gun, you must
make blank firing attachment (BFA) preventive maintenance (PM) part of your
SOP. A bad BFA makes for a bad training day.
Before you go to the
field, check BFAs for gas
Check BFA gas ports
ports that are elongated,
for irregular shapes
egg-shaped,
or
even
rectangular. They should be
round. Also inspect BFAs for
dents or any other damage.
If you find problems, get a
new BFA from your armorer.
If your machine gun fires only one shot at a time, suspect the BFA. It’s
either damaged or installed wrong. Get it checked out.
hey, why are
you firing
only one shot
at a time?

‘cause
you’ve
put a
bad BFA
on Me!

In addition, you need to
make sure you have the right
BFA. Some machine guns use
a different BFA depending on
which barrel you’re firing. It’s
easy to mix up the M16 rifle
and M4 carbine’s BFAs. In
some cases, you can damage
the weapon using the wrong
BFA. At the very least, you’ll
have firing problems.
Scott Wayne Taylor
Small Arms Repairman
Ft Benning, GA

Editor’s note:
Excellent points,
Scott. Here are the
NSNs for the BFAs
for each weapon:

PS 750
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M2 machine gun. Use the M19 BFA, NSN 1005-01-091-7510.
But remember that before you can install the M19 (BFA) on
the M2A1, you must first remove the M2A1’s flash suppressor
and install a barrel cap in its place. The procedure is in WP
0002 in the M19’s TM 9-1005-314-13&P.
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M4/M4A1
BFA is yellow,
the M16’s is red

M249 machine gun, NSN 1005-21912-8997 (standard barrel), NSN 100501-537-0491 (short barrel). If you use
the standard barrel BFA with the short
barrel, you can damage the M249.
M240B, M240D, M240H, M240N
and M240L machine guns. Use the
M24 BFA, NSN 1005-01-480-0289, for
the standard barrel. For the M240L
short barrel, use the M26 BFA, NSN
1005-01-565-6693. Using the wrong
BFA can damage the M240L.

M249 standard barrel BFA
is red and screws in

M249
short barrel BFA is
yellow and clamps on
M26 BFA should be used
with M240L short barrel

Use M24 BFA for standard barrel

The M24 has two repair parts: the
shaft, NSN 5340-01-481-8127, and pull
ring, NSN 5325-01-480-6849.
M240, M240C, and M240E. Use
the M21 BFA. The M21 has three
separate components: chamber and
discriminator assembly, NSN 100501-142-2841; weapons spare parts
ordnance bag, NSN 8105-01-1479841; and the M1-series tank firing
attachment adapter, NSN 1005-01-2180693. They must be ordered separately.

Use M21’s chamber
and discriminator
assembly and
ordnance bag with
M240, M240C and
M240E

3/23/15 5:44 PM

LogistiCs

Scan these articles on:
• Getting PS back in the

motor pool

• Updating M1117 ASV data

plates

• Filing PQDRs the right way

PS 750
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Get PS Outta the Office and
Back Into the Motor Pool!
Sergeant M is gonna be bummed
that he missed my article on the
M16/M4 improved cleaning kit.
of Soldiers
ff
tareLOTS
ft
P
Pf
missing out on my
cargo cover NSNs.

Hey,
here’s
10 ways I
can wear
my hair
to look
younger!

Hate to break it to
you, buddy, but you
don’t HAVE any hair.
Rats! Come to
think of it, I
already read
this one in my
doctor’s office.

We hear from some Soldiers who desperately need and want to read PS, but they tell us

they haven’t seen a copy for months. Their units have current subscriptions, but PS never
made it to the motor pool.
Seems that when PS arrives at some units, it never travels beyond the front office. Or if
it does, it ends up in a black hole.
Big deal, someone might say. Yep, it sure is! That’s because equipment maintenance
is firmly back in Soldiers’ laps after years of AMC and contractors doing maintenance
support. This means more Soldiers are turning wrenches again.
The Command Maintenance Discipline Program (CMDP) is proof the Army’s serious
about getting maintenance back on track. CMDP went into effect with DA Pam 750-1,
Commanders’ Maintenance Handbook (Dec 13). CMDP isn’t a “nice to do” option; it’s
mandatory. The Army’s holding Soldiers and commanders accountable for results.
So if you find an issue of PS chillin’ somewhere it doesn’t belong, take it to the folks
who really need it. They’ll be grateful and so will we.

For instructions on how to get PS every month, go to:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/dist.cfm

PS 750
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Logistics
Management…

Update the Plate!

Data Plate Fix for M1117 ASV
Hey, why’d we
come back to
the motor pool
so soon?

Just got
word that
your new
plate came
in. We gotta
put it on!

Awesome!
We didn’t
even have
to wait in
line at the
DMV!

Not that kind
of plate, buddy.
You must be
hangin’ around
POVs too much.

All M1117 ASVs must be updated with the
new data plates. Fielding is ongoing through
TACOM’s logistics assistance representatives
(LARs). However, property book officers (PBOs)
who want new data plates sooner can call
(586) 467-6267. Or PBOs can email TACOM a
list of their UICs, POCs, ship-to addresses and
vehicle SNs. TACOM will ship back new data
plates with mounting instructions. Email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-mft-asv@
mail.mil

To replace
an M1117 ASV’s
data plate,
follow these
steps…

G ood news! New data plates are available for M1117 Armored Security Vehicles (ASVs). If

your unit has one or more of these vehicles, you’ll need to get new data plates for all of ’em.
The data plate update fixes a serial number (SN) problem. The old M1117 ASV data plates
didn’t display vehicle SNs correctly because they left off “ASV” before the SNs. Entering
wrong vehicle SNs in PBUSE or SAMS-E can cause property accountability issues. We
explained the problem on Pages 12-13 of PS 686:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2010/686/686-12-13.pdf
The old data plate is also tucked behind
the vehicle’s fire suppression system. That
makes it difficult to see.

CADILLAC GAGE-ARMORED VEHICLE
ASV-WITH FRAG KIT 1 AND KIT 2
MODEL

M1117ASV

VEH. SERIAL NO.
REGISTRATION NO.

CUSTOMER TACOM
DATE OF

ASV002
MY01DN

SHIPPING WT. 29,115 LB.

MANUFACTURE

GROSS VEHICLE WT.

32,517 LB.

OVERALL HEIGHT 102 IN. WIDTH 101 IN. LENGHT 237 IN.
WARRANTY N/A MO. OR N/A

MI. DATE SHIP

TEXTRON Marine & Land Systems
Textron Marine & Land Systems Division of Textron, Inc.

New data plate shows SN in
correct format with ASV prefix

1. Check that the SN on the new data plate matches the SN on the
old data plate. The chassis number on the old plate is the vehicle’s
SN. The letters “ASV” come just before the SN (chassis number)
on the new plate. Make sure the numerals match on both old and
new plates.
2. Visually confirm that the
SN on the new data plate
matches the SN stamped on
the steel lifting eye on the
driver’s side of the vehicle.

The new data plate will be easier to read
because it’s put in a better location, right
on the panel next to the driver’s side door.

3. The new data plate has a self-adhesive backing. Simply “peel and
stick” it on the panel just inside the door on the driver’s side of
the vehicle. For best results, clean the panel before putting on the
plate. A clean cloth and a touch of isopropyl alcohol will work.
Technical isopropyl alcohol, NSN 6810-00-753-4993, is best for
cleaning because it’s 70 percent isopropyl and 30 percent water.
4. Once the new data plate’s on, remove the old one. The only
tool you’ll need is a small screwdriver to remove the four screws
holding the old data plate in place.

PS 750
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Maintenance
Management…

PQDRs: Take Time

to Do ’Em Right!

engine
broke, for
the third
time!

When you get a bad part,
it’s natural to want a
replacement, fast. But
as fast as you want
a new part, your unit
wants to be reimbursed
for that defective part
just as quickly.

PQDR Delayed:
Insuffcient Data.
Have a nice day!

The best way
to solve both
problems is to
submit a Product
Quality Deficiency
Report ( PQDR).

PQDR!

You should file
a PQDR for every
malfunctioning or
defective item, part
or tool you find.
From aircraft to
vise grips, no item
is too big or ToO
small for a PQDR!

When PQDRs Aren’t the Answer

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
Any item that
does not meet
the “form, fit, or
function” criteria
is a candidate
for a PQDR.

PS 750
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PQDRs do not apply in the following situations:
Failure due to improper or inadequate maintenance
or operation
Failure with normal use within reasonable range of
life expectancy
Receipt of incorrect material or non-receipt, shortages/
overages, and discrepancies in preservation, packing or
marking (Supply Discrepancy Report [SDR] applies). For a
how-to on filing SDRs, see Pages 58-60 in PS 745 (Dec 14).
View it here:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/
PS2014/745/745-58-60.pdf
Transportation discrepancies (DD Form 361 applies)
Deficiencies in Foreign Military Sales (FMS) under the
Security Assistance Program (SDR applies)
Subsistence material deficiencies (DD Form 1608 applies)
Medical materiel deficiencies (SF-380 applies)
Malfunctions with ammunition or explosives (DA Form
4379, Ammunition Malfunction Report, or DA Form
4379-1, Missile and Rocket Malfunction Report, applies.)
For more info, see AR 75-1, Malfunctions Involving
Ammunition and Explosives (Dec 12). Download the pub
at: http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r75_1.pdf

When you
submit a PQDR,
be sure to
include specific
details about
what’s wrong.
The more data
you include,
the faster the
system can
work for you.

We know it’s a
hassle to fill
out forms when
you already have
limited time and
lots of work on
your plate.
But this is

important!
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With PQDRs, problems are resolved through the parts replacement or
reimbursement processes and your unit isn’t throwing money down the drain.
PQDRs also help item managers spot fault patterns so they can investigate any
issues with manufacturers.
Reporting items that fail to meet quality standards helps reduce the amount of
defective materiel sent out. That translates into saving money and maybe even lives.
PQDRs are the best way to alert the Army about deficient products, unless your
report itself is deficient. If you don’t give enough info to investigators, your PQDR
might not go anywhere or fix anything.
How well you fill out a PQDR has a lot to do with how quickly a refund or
replacement happens. Incomplete PQDRs may mean preventable defects happen
again, your unit doesn’t get credit or replacement of defective items, or critical
materiel can fail after installation.

First-time PDREP users need to submit a user access request form. Under the PDREP
Access tab on the left side of the page, click on User Access Request Form, download
the form and follow the directions on it.
You’ll find user access and login instructions in the PDREP guide. Look under the
PDREP References tab on the left side of the main page. Click on Guides and Manuals.
Choose the “Originator Instructions” pdf. Check out the other guides there, too.
Finding guides
to PQDR process

Avoid Pitfalls of Filing Puny PQDRs

Be sure you include the following details in your PQDR:
• NSN of defective item
• original unit requisition number
• contract number

• complete narrative of problem
• supplier name.

Make sure your own contact info is current and
accurate, too. That way, investigators can contact
you if they need more info, like photos. If they
can’t find you, the investigation might stall.
Now you
know
what
to do…
here’s
where to
do it.

For help with PDREP or
filing PQDRs, contact
customer support at DSN
684-1690, (207) 438-1690,
or email:

File PQDRs through the Product
Data Reporting and Evaluation
Program (PDREP). Access PDREP at:

webptsmh@navy.mil

https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/

GCSS-Army Reminder
Remember to check the GCSS-Army website for alerts, updated fielding and training schedules
and other important info. Visit: https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at: https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx
DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 345239, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

Submit all Army PQDRs at
https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/
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PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE
Keep your
feet OFF
aircraft NO
STEP ZONES

and your
hands OFF
NO
HANDHOLDS.

Check your TMs for
where to step, walk,
and what to hold!

